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FICTION

KE NAH C U SAN IT

On the SPIEGEL
bestseller list
Longlisted
for the Prize of the
Leipzig Book Fair
2019

English sample
translation available

In 1913, not far from Baghdad, Robert Koldewey
is leading the excavations of Babylon on behalf of
the German Oriental Society. And in doing so, he
lays bare the foundations of the Western world.
Kenah Cusanit’s debut combines the history of
ideas, contemporary history and adventure. Babel
is a novel that changes our view of the present.

Selected by New
Books in German

Kenah Cusanit
Babel

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

As if Robert Koldewey didn’t suffer enough from the opinions of his assistant Buddensieg,
he also suffers from appendicitis. The excavation of Babylon involves human problems
and a task of biblical proportions. What drives Koldewey to document the Mesopotamian
treasures on the Euphrates is a change that is taking place between the East and West
that will shake the foundations of the world to the present day. The cradle of civilization
is exposed, stone by stone, to one of the last universal scholars – and with it, the origins
of one of the oldest histories of the Bible, the Tower of Babel.
Kenah Cusanit’s literary expedition to the heart of the West is an archaeological examination of modernity that resonates, enchants and impresses.

272 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Kenah Cusanit
born in 1979, lives in Berlin.
She is an orientalist and
ethnologist, and has received several awards for her
essays and poems.

A German archaeologist – and a task of biblical proportions

»A book that towers over everything
else in contemporary German-language
literature this spring.«
Denis Scheck, ARD Druckfrisch

»For a long time, there hasn’t been such
an accessible story about a city in literature
as in Kenah Cusanit’s novel.«
Paul Jandl, NZZ
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M O R E Q U OT E S AN D P R AI S E

KE NAH C U SAN IT
»Babel is a fascinatingly complex book
impressive for its encyclopaedic breadth, technical
depth and intellectual density.«
Roberta De Righi, AZ

»An erudite, entertaining, and sometimes simply downright funny novel,
a Babylonian Rhapsody. The author has succeeded in creating a comic
masterpiece from the get-go. She indulges with relish in the farcical episodes,
which the Euphrates Excavation Company so richly provides. But with a light
touch, as if in passing, she also inserts every important fact about the historical
city and excavation of Babylon into the narrative flow, as well as the myths that
have surrounded the Tower of Babel since biblical times.«
Sigrid Löffler, SWR lesenswert

»Kenah Cusanit has written far more
than a historical novel. Her language is
colourful, innovative and reflective.«
Gundula Ludwig, NZZ am Sonntag

»A splendid and fantastically clever
celebration of multilingualism.«

Paul Jandl, NZZ

»Kenah Cusanit has presented us with
a fantastic debut! Babel is impressive, both
linguistically and formally.«
Stefan Gmünder, Der Standard

»Babel is a history of culture and thought peppered with scholarly
and narrative means, an academic thriller aiming to disillusion,
which describes the year 1913 in highly condensed scenes as
a pivotal period of world knowledge.«
Michael Braun, Tagesspiegel

»What fantastic material, what an exquisite blend of worldly and
intellectual matters on a major historical scale as well as a small personal one!
Kenah Cusanit throws herself into the mix with wit and a taste for punchlines.«
Friedtjof Küchemann, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»This anthropologist’s debut is a pure delight. Because discovering such
an unusual voice is as precious as finding a piece of Babylon. And then
knowing that there is more to come – more of this writing, which resembles
an excavation, like when Koldewey is uncovered, layer by layer, in endless,
calm sentences that drive on and down; more of this unexpected sheer wit.«
Anne Haeming, SPIEGEL Online

»It's the world history as a farce and a babble of voices that
Babel unfolds, but the sardonic intelligence of Kenah Cusanit
illustrates the sublime traits behind it.«
Ijoma Mangold, Die Zeit

FICTION

TAKI S WÜ RG E R
On the SPIEGEL
bestseller list

With tempo and force, Takis Würger tells a
love story from the year 1942. A story about
fear and hope, a dancing SS man, squirrels
and betrayal. A story based on true events.

Takis Würger
Stella

Friedrich comes from a sheltered background on Lake Geneva, a quiet young man in
search of the truth. He moves to Berlin and rents a room at the Adlon Hotel. At a drawing
class, he meets Kristin. She takes Friedrich out on nights in secret jazz clubs. She drinks
cognac with him and she gives him his first kiss. In the Berlin she inhabits, he can imagine that the war is far away.

© Sven Döring

Then Kristin disappears and when she returns, she is broken. Welts from whiplashes cover
her body. She tells Friedrich the truth: Kristin is not her real name. Her name is Stella.
She is a Jew. The Gestapo has unmasked her and offered her a pact: to save her family,
Stella has to hunt out Jews in hiding. Friedrich faces the choice: should he betray her?
Or should he betray his love?

»Takis Würger tells a story that is in fact impossible to tell. You start
reading this book with scepticism, continue it in suspense and terror and

»Is there a right life in the wrong one? Würger avoids any hint of pathos, writing instead in clearly chiselled,
artfully sparse sentences when it comes to explaining psychological circumstances. But it is the escalating
state of emergency that explains everything in this slimmed down, concise novel.« Adrian Prechtel, AZ München
»A tremendous little book. An early candidate for this year’s German book awards.«

finish it in admiration.«

Daniel Kehlmann

224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Takis Würger
born in 1985, reports from
Afghanistan, Libya and Iraq
for the news magazine Der
Spiegel, among others. He
has won numerous prizes
with his reports, including
the German Reporter Award
and the CNN Journalist
Award. At the age of 28 he
went to England to study the
history of ideas at Cambridge. In 2017 his debut
novel Der Club was published, which was nominated
for the aspekte literary prize
and was awarded the lit.
Cologne's debut prize.

Wolfgang Schütz, Augsburger Allgemeine

»This novel is a gripping portrayal of National Socialist brutality that ends in bitter helplessness.«

J. Lau, Der Standard

»There is a lot you can object to in this book. And yet you finish
it while hanging on to the edge of your seat.« Markus Clauer, Die Rheinpfalz

Sales to Foreign Countries
Catalan (Angle Editorial), China (Shanghai99), Czech Republic (Host), France
(Gallimard), Hungary (Scolar), Italy (Feltrinelli), Netherlands (Signatuur), Spain
(Salamandra), UK/US (Grove Atlantic)

»In his fast-paced 200-page text, Takis Würger raises the crucial question of whether a young woman
should be absolved of all guilt. He asks what conditions must prevail for a peaceful, good-natured person
to become an emotionally cold, revengeful criminal. It doesn’t seem to be that huge a step.« Ulrike Sárkány, NDR
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ANG E LA LE H N E R
English sample
translation available

Selected by New
Books in German

She knows everything, gets whatever
she wants and sees through everyone she
meets. Except herself. She is a mental
patient beyond comparison – hilarious
and highly manipulative.

Angela Lehner
Vater unser
Our Father

Here, in the psychiatric ward of an old Viennese hospital, was where the police brought Eva.
And now she is telling chief psychiatrist Dr. Korb why it was inevitable. She tells him about
her childhood in a staunchly Catholic village in southern Austria. And about her family
life with her parents and younger brother Bernhard, whom she has to save at all costs. Her
father is the only one whom she does not speak of well: in fact, she wants to kill him. At
least that is what she says. Because sometimes it’s hard for the reader to tell the difference
between the truth and her lies.

Angela Lehner
born in 1987 in Klagenfurt,
lives in Berlin. She has
received several literary
awards and scholarships
for her writing. Our Father
is her first novel.

© Paula Winkler

In her brilliant debut, Angela Lehner has created a highly unreliable first-person narrator
– a scheming know-it-all, perhaps even homicidal. More than once, the reader faces the
disturbing question: Who is this person and what is she up to?

304 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

»What a debut! You find yourself
wanting to kiss and strangle
Eva at the same time. I can’t get
her out of my head.«
Joachim Meyerhoff
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BEATRIX KRAM LOVS KY
Beatrix Kramlovsky
Die Lichtsammlerin
The Light Collector

English sample
translation available

256 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
May 2019

A grandmother, mother and daughter, scattered over two continents, a whole century

Beatrix Kramlovsky
born in 1954 in Upper
Austria, lives as an artist
and writer in Lower Austria.
She loves travelling extensively and working in her
garden.
www.kramlovsky.at

and harbouring a harrowing family secret.

Mary’s grandmother Rosa is revered like a saint in the family. But when
Mary asks why, her stern mother Erika remains silent. Only when Erika
needs her daughter’s help do they slowly get closer to each other and Mary
becomes aware of her family’s tragedy. And she realises that for her mother, love has always meant loss.

Love, loss and a dark family secret

© Privat

3 strong female characters; a family torn between two continents
An eventful century between Australia and Europe
Film-like suspense that pulls in the reader

•Oh Mama, why did you keep so much hidden inside and

Major subject matter for readers of Dörte Hansen and Carmen Korn

share so little, saying nothing about things that were so important? Why did you think it was necessary to keep up a facade
that revealed nothing, not even your love?•
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Barbara Honigmann
Georg

On the SPIEGEL
bestseller list

160 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

When Barbara Honigmann tells the story of
her father’s life – a German and an emigrant,
a Jew and a communist – her unparalleled
voice turns a personal family saga into a
story of the German twentieth century.

»My father always married thirty-year-old women. He grew older, but his wives always
stayed at around thirty… Their names were Ruth, Litzy (my mother), Gisela and Liselotte…«
This is the private side of a life story that takes the reader halfway around the world.
It starts in Frankfurt, goes to the Odenwald school, Paris, London and Berlin, features
internment in Canada, and after emigration, the path back to the GDR. During all this,
it documents the main character’s recurring experience: »At home, a man; on the street,
a Jew.«
Laconically and wittily, sadly and thrillingly, Barbara Honigmann tells the story of her
German-Jewish-communist clan: a slim but out-standing book about Germany and a
moving profession of love to an ex-ceptional man: »Georg, my father.«

»This is how effortlessly and lovingly a biographer should
approach her subject while knowing how to take liberties.«

Barbara Honigmann
was born in 1949 in East
Berlin where she worked as
a dramaturge and director.
In 1984 she emigrated with
her family to Strasbourg,
where she still lives today.
Honigmann’s work has
been awarded numerous
prizes, including the Heinrich Kleist Prize, the Max
Frisch Prize of the City of
Zurich and, most recently,
the Jakob Wassermann
Prize in 2018. Publications
by Hanser: Damals, dann
und danach (1999), Alles,
alles Liebe! (Roman, 2000),
Ein Kapitel aus meinem
Leben (2004), Das Gesicht
wiederfinden (2007), Das
überirdische Licht. Rückkehr nach New York (2008)
and Chronik meiner Straße
(2015).

»A daughter rediscovers her father through writing. She delves
into his life using anecdotes and loving detail, bringing to life
not only her family but also pre-war German and post-war GDR
history. But, above all, it is a book that makes us realise more
than ever the extent to which we remain forever connected to
our parents and their life stories.« Manuele Reichart, Deutschlandfunk Kultur

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Sibylle Birrer, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
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FRANZOBEL

A bar owner innocently falls into the clutches of
the law, a murdered man is found, and the new
government plans to stage the social event
of the season as a propaganda spectacle.

© Georg Buxhofer/Zsolnay Verlag

Franzobel
Rechtswalzer
Waltzing to the Right

»Waltzing to the Right is a very pleasurable read –
Franzobel is still, as always, a wordsmith!
Satirical and incisive.«

Gin, prosecco and lobster: Malte Dinger is a lucky man; his beverage business is flourishing and his bar even more so, his son is turning into a fine young man and even
his marriage is going well. But when a ticket inspection on the subway escalates and
he ends up in custody, his entire existence is suddenly at stake. At that point life is
already over for the Balkans’ Casanova Branko. There is much to suggest that he has
fallen victim to bizarre sexual practices, but Commissioner Groschen does not believe this. Branko’s relationship with the widow of the construction tycoon Hauenstein
brings to light the machinations of the new right-wing national government, which
wants to stage the upcoming opera ball as a gala for its own ends. Franzobel’s new
detective novel is set in the near future, but is searingly up-to-date.

Shortlisted for
the German Book
Prize 2017

Bavarian Book
Prize 2017

ARTE Metropolis

»A damn good story.«

Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 416 pages
Softcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Franzobel
born in 1967 in Vöcklabruck,
is one of Austria’s most
popular and polarizing
writers. He has received
numerous awards,
including the Ingeborg
Bachmann Prize (1995),
the Arthur Schnitzler Prize
(2002) and the Nicolas
Born Prize (2017). Zsolnay
most recently published
the detective novels
Wiener Wunder (2014)
and Groschen’s Grab
(2015) as well as the highly
acclaimed novel Das Floß
der Medusa in 2017, for
which he was shortlisted
for the German Book Prize
and awarded the Bavarian
Book Prize.

Vorarlberger Nachrichten

»A biting political satire on current political developments. Franzobel, who most recently showed his
impressive skill as a prose writer in The Raft of Medusa, once again proves his virtuosity in Waltzing to
the Right. He has succeeded in pulling off a balancing act between page-turner and political satire.«
Kleine Zeitung
									

Sales to Foreign Countries
Selected backlist: Das Floß der Medusa: France (Flammarion), Italy (Saggiatore),
Norway (Cappelen Damm)

»Witty, funny and exciting – a hugely entertaining read.«
WDR 5 Scala
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MARKO DI N IĆ
»Get out of here, become a normal person while
you can,« his beloved grandmother once encouraged him. Her funeral forces the narrator to return
to his Serbian homeland, which he left in anger ten
years previously. An impressive debut novel.
Marko Dinić
Die guten Tage
The Good Days

© Leonhard Pill/Zsolnay Verlag

On the daily »guest workers express« bus that runs between Vienna and Belgrade, the
narrator trundles through the Hungarian wilderness towards the city where he grew
up. The bombings, the war, Milosevic, whom he first loved then hated, and his father,
whose ideology and opportunism he held in contempt, drove him into exile. But even
there, he could not escape the Balkans. In powerful language and impressive imagery,
Marko Dinić tells the story of a traumatised generation that feels understood neither at
home nor abroad, and who tries to understand the past and struggles with the future
twenty years after the bombing of Belgrade.

Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 240 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Marko Dinić
was born in Vienna in 1988
and spent his childhood
and youth in Belgrade. He
studied German Literature
and Jewish Cultural History
in Salzburg. Die guten
Tage is his first novel.

»A strong tale rich in language and images.«
Katja Gasser, Österreichischer Rundfunk

»A literary masterpiece! Incredible sentences! Sentences you’d like to mark and quote. This is an
author who is just entering the literary stage, and from whom we will surely hear much more.«
NDR Kultur, Annemarie Stoltenberg
									

»Linguistically brilliant – a debut
absolutely worth reading.«

OÖ Nachrichten

»A wildly twisting river that knows exactly when it’s time to turn to the next anecdote. In Dinić’s
debut novel, bitter anger meets chauvinism and machismo – and the pain that
this country could have taken other paths.« Ö1 (Morgenjournal)
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Thomas Lehr
Frühling
Spring
144 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

It starts with 39 seconds that signal
the end – the end of a life.

Two brothers, Robert and Christian Rauch, begin to understand what happened in the
past. A man suddenly appears in front of the family terrace: »Roll call, Doctor, roll call!«
His shout reawakens their father’s past as a doctor in Dachau, leading to a trial that ends
only years later. In awe-inspiring language and with unparalleled compactness, Thomas
Lehr analyses a story with distressing events: »The momentous topics of the past century
take on a new, unexpected form in this novella, and suddenly reappear with dazzling significance,« wrote reviewer Helmut Böttiger in Die Zeit. After the success of his masterful
novel Schlafende Sonne (Sleeping Sun), Spring has at last been reissued.

Thomas Lehr
born in 1957 in Speyer,
lives in Berlin. He has
received numerous awards
for his work, most recently
the Joseph Breitbach
Prize 2016 and the Bremen
Literature Prize 2018, the
Spycher Prize and the
Kranichsteiner Literature
Prize. Published by Hanser
(a selection): Größenwahn passt in die kleinste
Hütte (2012), as well as
the novels September.
Fata Morgana (2010), 42
(2013), Zweiwasser (2014),
Nabokovs Katze (2016) and
Schlafende Sonne (2017).

New edition
»Thomas Lehr has come up with his own form to depict hell …«

© Peter Hassiepen

Helmut Böttiger, Die Zeit
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Marlene Fleißig
Bestimmt schön
im Sommer
I bet it’s beautiful
in summer
192 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

The Galician ham is thicker than
blood, and the ocean picks swimmers off the rocks like ripe fruit.

When Adela drowns one day, her family is left with many questions unans-

Marlene Fleißig
born in 1992, grew up
in Bavaria. She studied
translation and interpreting
in Leipzig. The idea for her
debut novel came during a
study visit to Galicia.

wered. Her sister Maria flees from the wall of silence to Germany. Years
later, she returns home to her parents and meets up with Mateu, Adela’s
boyfriend, to whom Maria felt closer than she allowed herself to be.
With warmth and humour, Marlene Fleißig tells the story of two very
different sisters – and of grief, guilt and reconciliation on the beautiful,
stormy coast of Galicia.
No matter where you hide, you always stay the same person

Marlene Fleißig nimbly describes difficult family
constellations and the shadow of the past
Perfect holiday reading for tourists to Spain who
are looking for more than a beach novel

© Franziska von Stenglin

A moving story about guilt and identity
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A man and a woman; a tree, an apple and a snake.
Everyone knows the story of Adam and Eve. Now
Andreas Thalmayr tells us what really happened in
the Garden of Eden. Following in the footsteps of
Mark Twain’s legendary idea, Thalmayr dives headlong into the story of original sin. With freely drawn,
colourful illustrations by Francesco Ciccolella.

The diary of Adam and Eve reveals that the cohabitation of man and woman was
anything but paradisiacal from the very beginning. Even in the Garden of Eden, everyday life was a series of arguments about bad habits and irritating hobbies – all those annoying quirks that you miss when your other half is no longer around. A never-ending
cycle of quarrels, making-up and misunderstandings. And when Cain and Abel arrived
on the scene, utter chaos broke out. Mark Twain, Andreas Thalmayr and Hans Magnus
Enzensberger rescue Adam and Eve from their Old Testament gloom and retell their
story for all couples, more revealingly and attractively than ever before.

In the beginning, there was stress between the sexes.
The story of Adam and Eve – retold and richly illustrated

Hans Magnus
Enzensberger
Mark Twain – Aus den
Erinnerungen von
Adam und Eva
Ziemlich eingedeutscht von
Andreas Thalmayr alias
Hans Magnus Enzensberger. Mit Bildern von
Francesco Ciccolella und
einer Anmerkung des
Übersetzers
From Mark Twain’s
Adam’s Diary
Set in a German context
by Andreas Thalmayr
alias Hans Magnus
Enzensberger. Illustrated
by Francesco Ciccolella
and with a note from the
translator
88 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Hans Magnus
Enzensberger was born in
1929 in Kaufbeuren. He is
one of the most influential
and best-known German
writers worldwide. Publications by Hanser (selection):
Der Zahlenteufel (1997),
Wo warst du, Robert?
(1998), and Bibs (2009).
Andreas Thalmayr published the famous poetry volume Das Wasserzeichen
der Poesie in Hans Magnus
Enzensberger’s series Die
Andere Bibliothek (1985).
In 2003, Hanser Verlag
published Lyrik nervt! and,
most recently, Schreiben
für ewige Anfänger (2018).
Thalmayr has received numerous awards for his work.
Francesco Ciccolella
born 1990 in Salzburg,
studied graphic design in
Vienna from 2010 to 2015,
where he still lives today.
He works as an illustrator
for international media
publications.
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Markus Gasser
Die Launen der Liebe
The Whims of Love
320 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Passion, heartache and happiness – what
would literature be without these fiery emotions?

In his latest book, Markus Gasser tells outstanding love stories from world literature:
from longing looks to first kisses and nights, to betrayal, separation and reconciliation
– and even beyond the end. But doesn’t personal experience always play a role in
the works of Marguerite Duras, John Updike, Garcia Marquez, Vladimir Nabokov or
Sylvia Plath? Gasser describes how some authors transformed their (largely) secret
adventures into literature.
The result is an extraordinary panorama of love and literature: a book about books
and lovers who needed the world to know about their passion. Some readers will find
a reflection of themselves in these stories – especially when their worlds are turned
upside down by heartache or happiness.

Markus Gasser
born in 1967, studied
German and English in
Innsbruck, where he now
teaches as a private lecturer.
He lives in Zurich where
he works as an essayist
and critic. Publications
by Hanser: Das Buch der
Bücher für die Insel (2014)
and Eine Weltgeschichte
in 33 Romanen (2015).
Markus Gasser hosts a
regular, highly successful
YouTube channel on which
he discusses new literary
publications:
www.youtube.com/c/literaturistalles. Further information: www.m-gasser.ch

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Immortal couples and first kisses –
love and passion in world literature
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Aristocrat, communist, catholic. Indomitable
opponent of Nazism living in exile. A woman
like no other with an impressive oeuvre. The
red countess Hermynia Zur Mühlen was
a fascinating figure awaiting rediscovery.

Hermynia Zur Mühlen was born in Vienna in 1883 as Countess Folliot de Crenneville
and died in 1951 in English exile. No gravestone marks her final resting place. Admired
by Joseph Roth and Karl Kraus, she was an exceptional talent in 20th century Germanlanguage literature. With her proletarian fairy tales, illustrated by George Grosz and John
Heartfield, who were the foremost graphic artists of their time, she invented her own
genre. She was also a distinguished political commentator and publicist.
This edition of her work, supervised by Ulrich Weinzierl and introduced by Felicitas
Hoppe, presents much of her forgotten, unknown and suppressed work in the form of
novels (Der Tempel, Unsere Töchter, die Nazinen, and Reise durch ein Leben), memoir,
political commentaries and feature articles: the rediscovery of a great narrator and
a fighting spirit.

»No other woman has left such a strong, comforting and shocking
impression on me.« Sándor Márai

Hermynia Zur Mühlen
Ausgewählte Werke
Selected Works
Edited by Ulrich Weinzierl
With an essay by
Felicitas Hoppe
Zsolnay Verlag
Hardcover, boxed set
Publication date:
May 2019

Hermynia Zur Mühlen
who was born in Vienna in
1883 and died in Radlett,
England in 1951, came
from one of the most
respected families of the
Habsburg monarchy. Her
life was marked by resistance against her family,
the oppression of women,
social injustices and
fascism. Her work includes
all genres of literature
and journalism. She also
translated countless texts
into German, including the
novels of Upton Sinclair.

Translation rights are also available per work
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Kurt Palm
Monster
Deuticke Verlag
Novel. 256 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
May 2019

A monster of a fish ventures out of its territory.
A policeman fights his aquaphobia by knitting
socks. A lynching that happened decades ago.
A pop singer who loses not only his voice –
and a lake whose waters turn blood-red.

During filming of a horror flick on Lake Rotten, a lesbian vampire couple mingles with
the extras, while in the nearby refugee home, the Home Secretary is served a soup that
does not agree with her. The next day, a woman’s foot and the hind leg of a shepherd dog
are washed up on the lake shore. When a fisherman disappears from his boat, it is clear
that a monster is wreaking havoc in the depths of the lake. Police officer Alfons Stallinger
tries in vain to convince the mayor to cancel the concert planned on the floating stage.
A horror story, a thriller, a political murder-mystery and a heartbreaking love story,
Monster is Kurt Palm’s long-awaited sequel to his bestseller Bad Fucking – in which he
goes one step further.

Kurt Palm
born in 1955 in Vöcklabruck, studied German
and Journalism and shot
to fame with his acclaimed
TV production Phettbergs
Nette Leit Show (19941996). His bestseller Bad
Fucking (2010) won the
Friedrich Glauser Prize in
2011 for the best German
crime novel of the year,
and the film adaptation
was a box office success.
In 2017 Deuticke published his novel Strandbadrevolution.
www.palmfiction.net/blog

© www.corn.at/Deuticke Verlag

»Nasty, obscene, hilarious.« Horst Eckert, Focus
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Armin Thurnher
Fähre nach Manhattan
Mein Jahr in Amerika
Ferry to Manhattan
My year in America
Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 208 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

A young man who loves all things American,
travels from the Austrian province to New York in
1967. He has a scholarship for a college on Staten
Island, but his dream is to live in Manhattan.

For as long as he can remember, the USA has been the place he’s longed to visit. Now he
is here, in New York, the mother of all metropolises and the navel of the world. But
everything is quite different from how he expected. He wanted to set off into a bright
future – and now he realises that he will have to say goodbye to his vision. He is at a
crossroads in his life, immersed in a world of glass palaces and homelessness, subculture
and racism, sex and rebellion.
In Armin Thurnher’s serious yet ironic novel that is close to his own life, he describes this
young man’s experiences in 1967 and what he fails to do. He explores how people’s views
of the world can change and how he doesn’t become an American after all. Although he
came close.

Armin Thurnher
born in 1949 in Bregenz,
is the co-founder, coowner and publisher of the
Viennese city newspaper
Falter. He has received
numerous awards,
including the Honorary
Prize of the Austrian Book
Trade for Tolerance in
Thought and Action, and
the Otto Brenner Prize
for his commitment to a
social Europe. Most recent
publications by Zsolnay:
Republik ohne Würde
(2013) and the essay
Ach, Österreich! Europäische Lektionen aus der
Alpenrepublik (2016).

»Thurnher’s book is a late but enjoyable account of his first encounter with the country of his dreams. He lovingly settles some scores
and adjusts his passed-down ideas to arrive at a more critical view.«
Kleine Zeitung

© Manfred Werner

»It reads in a wonderfully agile way.« Standard, Michael Freund
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Abbas Khider
Deutsch für alle
Das endgültige Lehrbuch
German for Everyone –
The Ultimate Textbook

Hitler, Scheiße, Lufthansa. These were the
only three German words that Abbas Khider
knew when he fled from Iraq. Twenty years
later, he is an award-winning German writer.
This is his unusual textbook for a new style of
German. It is packed with stories and life, as
well as numerous lessons on how to develop
a cosmopolitan outlook and humour.

128 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

His writing is free of accent, but he will probably never speak without an accent. Abbas
Khider used to dream of changing the world one day. Today he thinks the German language is a good place to start. German for Everyone is a book that comforts all learners of
German and their relatives, as well as expats, migrants and people in multilingual relationships; it is also a handbook for all those nerds who think they are already proficient on
German - and like it. In a provocative, enlightening and entertaining way, Abbas Khider
succeeds in satirising German society too. Readers will have fun with his reform of the
German language.

Abbas Khider
was born in 1973 in Baghdad. At the age of 19, he
was arrested for his political
activities. After his release
in 1996, he fled Iraq and
stayed in various countries
as an »illegal« refugee. He
has lived in Germany since
2000 and studied Literature
and Philosophy in Munich
and Potsdam. Abbas
Khider currently lives in
Berlin. His most recent
novel, Ohrfeige (2016),
was published by Hanser
Verlag.

»Since I learned German, I have given up my dream of changing the
world. Now I only have one goal in life: to reform this language.«

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Abbas Khider
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Eveline Hasler
Tochter des Geldes
Mentona Moser – die
reichste Revolutionärin
Europas. Roman eines
Lebens
Daughter of Money
Mentona Moser – the
richest revolutionary in
Europe. The story of a life

When the writer Eveline Hasler travelled to the
GDR in the 1980s, she first heard the name Mentona
Moser from Irmtraud Morgner. Coming from an
immeasurably rich family, Moser was a social revolutionary, an early feminist and shook up the 20th
century – until she was forgotten. Intrigued, Eveline
Hasler tracked this indomitable woman’s unusual
life and has written a haunting, intimate portrait.

220 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Mentona was not a love child. Her father, the Swiss watchmaker Heinrich Moser, died
when she was four days old. And so, the ailing Mentona was subjected to the cold regime
of her domineering mother, who was also one of the richest women in Europe at the turn
of the last century. But was her secluded childhood in a castle the necessary prelude to
her later life? Moser studied, leaving for England at the age of 17 where she found her
vocation. She campaigned for impoverished working-class families, became a founding
member of the Swiss Communist Party and befriended Clara Zetkin. In 1930s Berlin, she
produced proletarian records with Hans Eisler, then founded an orphanage near Moscow
and fought as a secret agent against the rise of the National Socialists. From Stalin to
Lenin to Hitler, Moser lived through an era of violence and illusions, in which she always
found new ways to fight for a more just world.

Eveline Hasler
born in Glarus, lives in
Tessin. Her most recent
publications by Nagel &
Kimche were the novels
Mit dem letzten Schiff
(2013) and Stürmische
Jahre (2015), as well as her
stories featuring the angel
Eloisius Engel im zweiten
Jahr (2009) and Der Engel
und das schwarze Herz.

»Do you dream of a Prince Charming?«
»No, I dream of a fairer world.« Mentona Moser

© Ayse Yavas

In a prose that draws in the reader immediately, Eveline Hasler traces the eventful life
and work of this unique woman. Now Mentona Moser is finally guaranteed a place in the
collective memory of Europe.
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Niko Stoifberg
Dort
Over There
280 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

When no one is watching for a moment, Sebi
Zünd pushes a young boy, Milo, into a lake. He
jumps in to save the drowning boy – but in vain.

What use is it now that Milo’s adult half-sister Lydia gives Sebi her full attention – the
reason why he pushed Milo into the lake in the first place? He is guilty of murder. But
Lydia thinks of him as a would-be saviour, and a love affair starts between the two of
them. Sebi, however, cannot bear the burden of his guilt, and commits a second grave
mistake … When he tells his father’s girlfriend the disaster that is weighing on his
conscience, he does not suspect what consequences will follow. Constantly afraid that
she might betray and expose him, he submits to her orders – until he uncovers a dark
secret. Will the tide now turn? Niko Stoifberg’s stirring debut novel has a haunting
sound that immediately pulls in the reader.

Niko Stoifberg
born in 1976 in Lucerne,
studied German Language
and Literature and works
as a cartoonist, journalist
and editor. A selection from
his column, Vermutungen,
which has been published
in the arts magazine 041
since 2005, has been
published as Das Blaue
Büchlein (The Blue Booklet). Over There is his first
novel.

© Hendrik Dietrich

»Brilliant. I wish I could write something like it.« Rolf Dobelli
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Herta Müller
Im Heimweh ist
ein blauer Saal
In Homesickness
is a Blue Room
128 pages with 110 coloured collages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Herta Müller’s famed collages combine artwork and
poetry, language and image, play and poetic gravitas.

»These playful collages have real substance: those who try to run
away will trip, and those who think will have their heads clipped.«
Andrea Kohler, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

© Stephanie von Becker

»Shortly after I left Romania, I travelled a great deal. I wanted to keep in touch with
friends,« writes Herta Müller. »But the postcards had such awful colours. On all of them,
the sky was a thick blue, the trees a thick green, the roofs a thick red. One day I bought
white index cards and a glue stick, and on the train, I began cutting out a black-and-white
photo and words from the newspaper with nail scissors.«
That is how it all began. Words and colours have kept their hold on Herta Müller. She
writes with scissors and paper. The words are hers, and the images propel them into unexpected constellations. Suddenly, in the pasted poem, their essence – reality – is revealed.
Because »maybe words too have changeable moods and abuse their position …«

Herta Müller
born in 1953 in Nitzkydorf/Romania, has lived
in Berlin since 1987. Her
work is published by
Hanser Verlag. She has
been awarded numerous
prizes and received the
Nobel Prize for Literature
in 2009.
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Alert, present and with a keen poetic style, Tom Schulz’s
new poems present him as a committed poet who cannot
avert his gaze, or turn away from the world’s fractures and
ruptures.
No travel warning could stop him, too great is Tom Schulz’s
love of this planet that seems to be moving away from a state
of paradise at an ever-faster pace. Wherever he goes in his
poetry – whether to Medellín or Venice, the ossuaries of São
João or the plantations of Tazacorte – and whether he writes
in verse, prose or short form, he constantly tries to break
the cycle »of greed and pre-fabricated parts.« In doing so,
he uses all the linguistic power at his disposal to create an
awareness of the beauty and vulnerability of the world.

»Silently but spectacularly, the world is
reborn over and over again in Tom Schulz’s
poems.«

Roman Bucheli, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

»I moved in as a stranger, and as a stranger, I move out …«
Don’t all poems say the same thing, if in different ways? At
least that is true of poems about the fundamental things
in life – transience, love, abandonment, loneliness, dying
and death? Old poems that see life as a journey or a trek,
through snow and ice, through the frozenness of winter, are
as touching today as ever. Franz Josef Czernin has re-read
Wilhelm Müller’s famous Winterreise, set to music by Franz
Schubert in an even more famous song cycle, has played the
verses off and against each other, and this has resulted in
their transformation. And he asks aloud: Can what was said
two hundred years ago be said again, here and now, through
new poems? »I am a stranger on my journey … here, too.«

»Poems that arise from a pleasure with
language.«

Thomas Poiss, FAZ

Tom Schulz
Reisewarnung für Länder
Meere Eisberge
Travel Warning for Countries Oceans Icebergs
96 pages.Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Tom Schulz
born 1970 in Upper Lusatia,
lives as a freelance author,
editor and teacher for creative writing in Berlin. He has
received numerous prizes
and scholarships for his poems. Most recently, Hanser
Berlin published his volume
of poems Die Verlegung
der Stolpersteine (2017).

Franz Josef Czernin
reisen, auch winterlich
travelling, even in
winter
80 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Franz Josef Czernin
born in Vienna in 1952,
has published prose, poetry,
essays and aphorisms since
1978. He has received
numerous awards for his
work, including the Heimito
von Doderer Literature
Prize, the Anton Wildgans
Prize, the Georg Trakl
Prize and the Austrian State
Prize for Literary Criticism.
He has been a member of
the German Academy for
Language and Poetry since
2008.
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Alex Capus
Königskinder
The Kings' Children
Hanser Verlag. Novel. 176 pages
A true story about love, told with rich narrative skill: a poor cowherd and a rich farmer’s daughter overcome all
limits and obstacles put in their path to achieve the dream of spending their lives together. Alex Capus relates
their adventure set against a panoramic backdrop of world history, beginning in the here and now. Alex Capus
proves once again to be a master of tales based on true stories — a thrilling adventure across centuries.
»Capus is a master of atmospheric narration. His short descriptions are dense and vivid. A heart-warming, almost
fairy-tale-like story.« Johannes Kaiser, Deutschlandfunk
Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Actes Sud), Italy (Keller)
Anja Kampmann
Wie hoch die Wasser steigen
Deep Waters Rising
Hanser Verlag. Novel. 352 pages
One stormy night on an oil platform in the middle of the ocean, rig hand Wenzel Groszak loses his only friend
and his last foothold in life. Anja Kampmann tells the story of his return from abroad, and of his attempt
to come back from a never-ending world of work to resume his own life. In succinct, poetic language, Anja
Kampmann’s astonishing novel tells the story of a world unknown to most: the fascinating debut of an unusual
new voice.
»Anja Kampmann dares to travel to the roots of our present times – atmospheric, intense and sensual.«
Meike Feßmann, Süddeutsche Zeitung
Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Gallimard), Italy (Keller), UK/US (Catapult)

Ivana Bodrozić
Hotel Nirgendwo
Original Croatian title: Hotel Zagorje
Zsolnay Verlag. Novel. 222 pages
Coming of age novel in difficult times, set against the background of the Croatian War of Independence in
the 1990ies.
»The story of a child's survival in inconceivable circumstances. This novel touched me to the core.« Janne Teller
»Wonderful, touching, and terrifying writing.« Sebastian Barry
Sales to Foreign Countries
CZ (Paseka), DK (Tiderne Skifter), France (Actes Sud), Hungary (Park), Italy (Sellerio), Macedonia (Magor),
Serbia (Rende), Slovenia (Modrijan), Turkey (Aylak Adam), UK/USA (Seven Stories)

Vladimir Vertlib
Viktor hilft
Viktor Helps
Deuticke Verlag. Novel. 288 pages
Viktor arrived in Austria many years ago. His parents had fled from Russia due to anti-Semitism. Now he is
one of the many volunteers trying to help at the peak of the refugee crisis in a transit camp in Salzburg. His
memories of the time when he himself was new to the country come flooding back.
»Vladimir Vertlib has the strength to recognise the irony of life.« Süddeutsche Zeitung
Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Métailié)
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F E LIX H ÜTTE N
Does dying after a long illness hurt? How do you
take care of the dying in their last hours? What
documents should everyone fill in for the sake of
their relatives? In a humane, lively and relaxed
style, Felix Hütten gives answers to countless
questions on the topic of dying, which are much
too rarely discussed. A book for anyone who is
preparing to die – and the people around them.

English sample
translation available

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

In every relationship, family and circle of friends, someone approaches death at some
point. In most cases, dying is a long process that often leaves the person and their
relatives helpless. The young medical journalist, Felix Hütten, takes up this subject in
an accessible and factual manner: from medical details to advice on how to deal with
doctors, to the difficult question of turning off life-saving equipment and mourning.
Without artificial taboos, this beautifully illustrated book examines the subject of dying
that is part of everyone's life.

A young medical journalist writes on the subject
of death realistically, openly and personally
An unparalleled guide: empathetic, unrestrained and offering relief

Felix Hütten
Sterben lernen
Das Buch für den Abschied
Learning to die
A book to help say goodbye
256 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Felix Hütten
was born in 1987. He studied Medicine and Political
Science in Berlin, Dresden,
Lyon before attending the
German School of Journalism (DJS) in Munich. Today
he is a reporter in the
Knowledge section of the
Süddeutsche Zeitung.

Includes many concrete tips for the time at home,
in the hospital or hospice

At last, a book that offers
practical, honest and dignified support
on the subject of dying.
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E RN ST PAU L D ÖRF LE R
On the SPIEGEL
bestseller list

Birds aren’t just ahead of us in their ability to fly.
Warblers can predict natural disasters, jays have
memories like twelve elephants and zebra finches
can report the weather to their chicks through the
eggshell. What’s more, geese are loving adoptive
parents. The award-winning conservationist Ernst
Paul Dörfler guides us through the fascinating world
of birds, which behave towards each other more
peacefully and justly than us humans.

English sample
translation available

An astonishing book, Warm Nests details the remarkable social skills of our feathered
friends – from empathetic magpies to monogamous swans and caring raven parents. It
is also an enjoyable and unusual appeal to halt the disappearance of native birds.

Why birds are more peaceful, more caring and deal with
each other more humanly than us
© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

New ways in which we can halt the disappearance of birds
Richly illustrated

»A vividly written declaration of love for birds providing plenty of examples
and studded with personal anecdotes.« SZ extra
»He writes with a great deal of affection and admiration, not only for the proud white-tailed eagle,
but also for chickens and sparrows; this does not make the writing any less scientific, but simply
very worthwhile to read. The author’s narrative voice is the book’s main quality – Dörfler can write
extremely well and tell stories very beautifully.« DLF Culture

»Dörfler is an in-depth expert on
threatened bird species.«

Ernst Paul Dörfler
Nestwärme
Was wir von Vögeln
lernen können
Warm Nests
What we can learn
from birds
288 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Ernst Paul Dörfler
born in 1950 in Kemberg
near Lutherstadt Wittenberg, holds a doctorate
in ecochemistry and is a
passionate ornithologist.
His book Zurück zur Natur?
(Back to Nature?) (1986)
became the cult book of
the East German environmental movement. He has
won numerous prizes, most
recently in 2010 together
with Jonathan Franzen,
when he was merited with
the EuroNatur Award of the
European Natural Heritage
Foundation.
Ute Bartels
born 1972, lives and works
as a freelance artist in
Magdeburg. She has committed herself to the genre
»wildlife art«, and her works
can be seen nationally and
internationally in numerous
renowned exhibitions.

Jonathan Franzen
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Jenny Friedrich-Freksa
Pferde
Horses
192 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

What is a horse, and why does this animal
hold such a fascination for people? FriedrichFreksa’s book is a personal approach to the
love of horses and the unique feeling of freedom that people experience on horseback.

Talking about horses means exploring their nature, their curiosity, intelligence and
gentle communication. But it also means admiring their beauty, putting up with their
stubbornness and learning to appreciate their humour. Jenny Friedrich-Freksa, who
has been riding since her childhood, describes her experiences with horses - both good
and bad. In doing so, she draws on behavioural science, as well as the cultural history
of horse riding. For a long time, horses were a male preserve. But today, the majority of
horse riders are girls and women. Why is that? This book professes Friedrich-Freksa’s
love of horses and riding, and reflects on the precious relationship between humans,
animals and nature.

Jenny Friedrich-Freksa
born 1974 in Berlin, studied
social and business communication at the Berlin
University of the Arts. After
stays in Paris, Geneva and
Rome, she worked for the
Süddeutsche Zeitung in
Munich. Today, she is chief
editor of the Kulturaustausch
journal in Berlin. She has
been riding since she was
a child.

© Dominik Butzmann

»Horses are islands of calm, far away from the big cities and the
demands of permanently changing events.«
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Miki Sakamoto
Eintauchen in den Wald
Mit Waldgängen gelassen
und glücklich werden
Immersing yourself
in the forests. How walking
in the forest can make you
relaxed and happy

As a Japanese woman living in
Bavaria, Miki Sakamoto misses the
cherry blossoms. Only when she
goes into the forest does she feel
completely calm. She breathes in

208 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
March 2019

the healing aromas and absorbs
impressions with all her senses.

Over the decades, Miki Sakamoto has developed her special art of forest
walking. She combines the teachings of Shinrin-yoku (»forest bathing«)
with Buddhism and minute observations of nature writing. In invigorating
and poetic descriptions, she instructs us how to lead a life in tune with

Miki Sakamoto
born in 1950 in Kagoshima,
Japan, comes from an
old family in the town of
Satsuma. She has lived
in Bavaria since 1974 and
walks every day with her
husband, the biologist Josef
H. Reichholf, in the forest.

nature, thereby boosting our mental and physical health.
Lead a stress-free, healthier life by going for walks in forests
The forest as a place filled with energy
Charismatic author who connects the Japanese
and European art of walking in the woods
A guidebook which has the narrative power of nature writing

© Josef H. Reichholf

A new form of relaxation for stressed people
in search of a more mindful way of life
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Martin Moder
Genpool-Party
Wie die Wissenschaft
uns stärker, schlauer und
weniger unausstehlich macht
Gene pool party
How science can make
us stronger, smarter and
less obnoxious

How has biology made you the wonderful person
you undoubtedly are? Are you responsible for your
personality and intelligence? Or can you blame
someone else? The new book by European
Science Slam champion, Martin Moder, escorts
us into the field of future science – and playfully
sheds light on some of its most burning issues.

208 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Are people becoming less stupid? Can wimps be turned into alpha males by shining a
light into their brains? How does a couch potato become a muscle-bound Adonis without
having to stand up? And are you allowed to carry a pair of gene-editing scissors onto
a plane in your hand luggage? From the youngest, best-built Science Buster, this book
offers molecular biology at Nobel Prize level.

»This book is about – wait for it – the genetic optimisation of people.«
How science can lead to a perfect physique, good grades and
a trendier hairstyle

Martin Moder
holds a doctorate in
molecular biology from
the Research Center
for Molecular Medicine
in Vienna. In 2014, he
became the first Science
Slam European Champion.
He is a member of the
Science Busters. His book
Treffen sich zwei Moleküle
im Labor (Two Molecules
Meet in a Laboratory) was
published in 2016.

Humour and science on an international level
By the Science Slam European winner and new Science Buster

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

The incredible opportunities offered by molecular biology

Sales to Foreign Countries
Russia (Eksmo)
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S P O R T S & E D U C AT I O N

THOMAS EG LI N S KI • E RI KA TH I M E L
Thomas Eglinski
Erika Thimel
Am Ball bleiben
Wie unsere Kinder
glücklich und fit fürs
Leben werden
Staying on the Ball. How
we can make our children
happy and fit for life
A guide to successful
parenting from football
coaches

What counts in life and on the football pitch
also counts in families: Team spirit leads to
success and mentality goes beyond quality.
The most important team in life is your family.

227 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
May 2019

Together with journalist Erika Thimel, Thomas Eglinski, the director of
the German Football Boarding School analyses the core competencies for
a happy and successful life based on experiences from football training.
This is aimed at parents to support their children in the best way possible.
The perfect parenting guidebook for fathers

© Verena Kathrein

An author with a high level of competence and credibility
Connects football training experience with the latest insights
from educational science

Thomas Eglinski
born in Braunschweig in
1961, is the director of the
German Football Boarding
School in Bad Aibling,
which he founded in 2009.
Eglinski, a father of three
boys, is very passionate
about educating children
and young people to help
them become successful
and happy adults.
Erika Thimel
is a freelance journalist and
author. She lives with her
husband and two sons in
Chiemgau.

Includes tips and tricks from trainers like Niko Kovać,

Includes a self-assessment test
© Verena Kathrein

»As the father of three boys, over the past few
decades, I have discovered from the world’s
best trainers what children and young people
need to reach their potential.«

Jürgen Klopp and Jupp Heynckes

Thomas Eglinski
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T R AV E L O G U E

Everyday things, everyday life, stories
set in past eras: an expedition into the
realm of objects by Karl-Markus Gauß.

© Kurt Kaindl/bildrecht.at

Many seek adventure in far-off places. But Karl-Markus Gauß, a much-travelled cartographer of Europe’s outer regions, finds them near to home. He does set off on a journey
– but without having to leave his room, leading us through different eras and various
countries. Whether he writes about his bed, his desk, his grandmother’s handwritten
cookbook, the old overseas suitcase with its iron fittings or a letter-opener that belonged
to the Moravian industrialist Hans Hatschek, Gauß treasures these everyday things
and finds in them the diversity and richness of the world. And from them, we learn
about brave and foreign peoples, remote regions, unknown nationalities and above all,
the writer’s own tastes. A charming, entertaining and instructive expedition into the
unknown terrain of private objects.

»Gauß pays homage to the great freedom
of story-telling, which can seize and sweep
up everyone and everything.«
Gerhard Melzer, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
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Karl-Markus Gauß
Abenteuerliche Reise
durch mein Zimmer
An Adventurous Journey
Through my Room
Zsolnay Verlag
224 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Karl-Markus Gauß
was born 1954 in Salzburg,
where he works nowadays
as a writer and editor of the
journal Literatur und Kritik.
His books have been translated into many languages
and have won numerous
prizes including the Prix
Charles Veillon, the Johann
Heinrich Merck Prize and
the Jean Améry Prize.
Most recent publications by
Zsolnay: Das Erste, was ich
sah (2013), Der Alltag der
Welt (2015) and Zwanzig
Lewa oder tot. Vier Reisen
(2017).

Sales to Foreign Countries
Croatia (Fraktura)
Selected backlist: Im Wald der Metropolen: Croatia (Fraktura), Italy (Keller), Poland
(Czarne), Romania (Tracus), Slovenia (Slovenska Matica), UK/USA (Seagull Press)
Zwanzig Lewa oder tot: Bulgaria (Black Flamingo), Croatia (Fraktura), Poland (Czarne)
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P H I LOSOP HY

THOMAS G I RST
Some things take just a little more time. Like the Voyager
1 spacecraft, for example, which was launched in 1977,
and is still transmitting signals from the depths of space.
Or John Cage’s composition As Slow As Possible, whose
first note was struck in 2001 in Halberstadt, and whose
complete performance will take 639 years. If there’s one
thing that doesn’t suit our present times, it’s slowness.
Thomas Girst has collected 25 highly entertaining stories
by artists and academics who have patience and
stamina – qualities that many of us lack these days.

English sample
translation available

He describes the comprehensive dictionary which several generations have worked on,
or the fantastic palace built over the space of 33 years by a French postman from the
stones and shells collected on his daily rounds. When we take our time, we can achieve
great things. This book raises objections to the dictates of speed – and suggests that we
have to learn to take our time.

© Wolfgang Stahr

A celebration of slowness

Some things take ages –
and that’s a good thing!

Against our modern-day tempo: 28 stories
of astonishing things that took a very long time
The ideal present for hectic people

Thomas Girst
Alle Zeit der Welt
All the Time in The World
Stories about things that
take a very long time
208 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Thomas Girst
born in 1971, studied Art
History, American Studies and Modern German
Literature at the University
of Hamburg and New York
University. A former taz
correspondent, he has
managed the international
cultural engagement of the
BMW Group since 2003.
In 2016 he was named »European Cultural Manager
of the Year.« Most recently
publications: The Duchamp
Dictionary (2014), Art,
Literature, and the Japanese American Internment
(2015) and 100 Secrets of
the Art World (2015). He
lives in Munich.

Take your TIME
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P H I LOSOP HY

H E I NZ BU DE
Solidarity used to be a powerful word. But when individuals were made responsible for their own happiness
or misery, it acquired a bad reputation. Today, more
than ever, society is divided between rich and poor.
Social systems still maintain a balance.

But Heinz Bude calls for a new understanding of solidarity: we should not be content
with satisfying our material needs, but also recognise ourselves in other people. Only
then can society find a way to reunite. In this sense, solidarity cannot replace the welfare state. But it does rely on free choice to reduce the difference between the haves and
the have-nots. In a world of inequality, this approach is the only way for respect to have
a fighting chance. Heinz Bude’s reflections on how to live in solidarity provide answers
to the social issue of our time.

© Dawin Meckel

Only solidarity can prevent our society from being pulled apart
An appeal for a new art of co-existence
Prominent writer who is much in demand

»Few German sociologists have
as good an instinct

Heinz Bude
Solidarität
Die Zukunft einer
großen Idee
Solidarity
The future of a great idea
144 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Heinz Bude
born in 1954, studied
Sociology, Philosophy and
Psychology. Since 2000,
he has held the Chair of
Macrosociology at the
University of Kassel. From
1997-2015 he headed the
department of »The Society
of the Federal Republic of
Germany« at the Hamburg
Institute for Social Research. He lives in Berlin.
Most recent publications
by Hanser: Das Gefühl der
Welt. Über die Macht von
Stimmungen (2016) and
Adorno für Ruinenkinder.
Eine Geschichte von 1968
(2018).
www.heinzbude.de

for controversial issues as
Heinz Bude.«
Deutschlandfunk
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

Jayrôme C. Robinet
Mein Weg von einer weißen
Frau zu einem jungen Mann
mit Migrationshintergrund
My Transition from
White Woman to Young
Man of Colour

After gender reassignment, Jayrôme C. Robinet
can make a direct comparison. With wit and ease
he tells his personal story and shows how much
our behaviour is marked by prejudices. The resulting report is startling, honest and highly political.

224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Jayrôme used to be a French white woman. Then he moved to Berlin and began taking
testosterone, causing him to undergo a second puberty. He grew a dark beard and people
suddenly started talking Arabic to him on the street. Whether in cafés, locker rooms
or at the passport control, he realised that not only his identity but above all the behaviour of his environment had radically changed towards him. He can compare how he
was treated as a woman with his treatment as a man. What happens when not only a
person’s gender changes, but the appearance of his ethnicity and age too? Robinet’s
stories about queer everyday life are enthralling, and reveal how meaningless social
perceptions and classifications often are.

Jayrôme C. Robinet
born in 1977 in Northern
France, is a spoken-word
artist, author and translator.
His last publication was Das
Licht ist weder gerecht noch
ungerecht. Jayrôme C. Robinet has received numerous
prizes and scholarships.

© Ali Ghandtschi

What makes a woman a woman, and a man a man?
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

Lisa Herzog
Die Rettung der Arbeit
Ein politischer Aufruf
Saving Work
A political appeal

How will we work in the future? What happens
to us when our jobs disappear? Do we have any
influence on these questions or does the market
regulate everything? The philosopher Lisa
Herzog gives new answers to one of the most
significant questions of our time – and makes
important suggestions for better public policy.

224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

The world of work is becoming closer to scenarios in science fiction, and artificial intelligence and robots are increasingly taking on menial work. The result is financial worry
that plays into the hands of populists. However, the future of work is not decided by fate;
it is led by political strategy, which extends far beyond an unconditional basic income. It
can and must be addressed with courage. Work holds societies together; it is something
fundamentally human. Lisa Herzog shows how things can be fairer and more democratic
in digital times than they ever were – for everyone, not just the privileged few. A groundbreaking book.

Lisa Herzog
born in 1983, has been
professor of Political
Philosophy and Theory
at the Bavarian School of
Public Policy in the Technical University of Munich
since 2016. In her work,
she deals with economic
justice, company ethics
and economic democracy,
among other things. Her
book Freiheit gehört nicht
nur den Reichen. Plädoyer
für einen zeitgemäßen
Liberalismus was published in 2013.

What work does to us depends on what we do with work

How we can create a fairer world of work in the future –
for everyone
By one of the most sought-after contemporary philosophers

© Paula Winkler

The future of work and how we fear it – one of the most
important political themes of our times
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

Kate Connolly
Exit Brexit
Wie ich Deutsche wurde
Exit Brexit
How I became German

What is it like to have a new passport, a new identity
and a new home? In response to Brexit, Kate Connolly,
the Germany correspondent for The Guardian, took
the plunge and applied for German nationality. She has
lived with her family in Potsdam for years. But as far
as becoming German goes: does she now have to
drink coffee instead of tea, adopt Prussian virtues
instead of British courtesy, and sing »Unity, Justice
and Freedom« instead of »God Save the Queen«?

304 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Connolly gives us a glimpse of the identity crisis that many Britons have experienced
since the EU referendum in the UK, describing her sometimes bizarre route to obtaining
German nationality. At the same time, she sheds light on Britain’s complex relations with
Europe and Germany, mentioning her grandfather, who returned form the war with a
copy of Mein Kampf, Margaret Thatcher’s pro-EU campaign sweater, and Boris Johnson’s
legendary zip-wire stunt.
Exit Brexit clearly reflects Connolly’s years of experience as a correspondent yet it is one
of the most personal responses to Brexit to date.

How Brexit has turned a life upside down

Kate Connolly
born in 1971 in Reading,
has worked as a journalist
since 1996. She has spent
most of her career abroad,
and has reported from over
20 countries. Today she is
the Berlin-based correspondent for The Guardian
and The Observer, and a
major expert on Brexit. Kate
Connolly lives with her husband and their two children
in Potsdam.
Kirsten Riesselmann
lives in Berlin and is a journalist and translator. She
has translated Rebecca
Solnit, Leslie Jamison,
Katie Roiphe and John
Jeremiah Sullivan, among
others.

The book on Brexit – 29 March 2019
Tea or coffee? A Brit turns German

»Amusing and exciting to read, especially for those who are not
very familiar with England’s often pragmatic and occasionally
bizarre culture.« Uwe Schütte, Der Freitag

© Paula Winkler

By the Germany correspondent of The Guardian
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

Thomas Strässle
Fake und Fiktion
Über die Erfindung
von Wahrheit
Fake and Fiction
On the invention of truth
128 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
March 2019

The beautiful fiction of literature –
or the dirty fiction of a fake?

© Privat

No more hours spent fact-checking! At the halfway point of Donald Trump’s presidency,
everyone knows that fiction has replaced the domination of facts in the guise of the fake.
Literary studies, however – the authority on all questions of fiction – have so far kept a
reserved silence. Now Thomas Strässle takes the bull by the horns. Every fake is a form
of fiction, just as a novel is also fiction. But not every fiction is a fake. What has to happen to turn fiction into a fake? How do we learn to distinguish lies – the beautiful lies of
literature – from the evil lies of fakes? This is the topic of Thomas Strässle’s major essay.

Thomas Strässle
born 1972 in Baden,
Switzerland, is a Professor
of Literary Studies at the
University of Zurich and
head of the transdisciplinary Institute Y at the Bern
University of the Arts. He
is also a trained concert
flutist and works as a freelance musician. He lives
in Munich. Most recent
publications by Hanser:
Gelassenheit. Über eine
andere Haltung zur Welt
(2013). www.rose.uzh.ch/
de/avl/persons/straessle
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

Heike Blümner
Laura Ewert
Schluss jetzt
Von der Freiheit sich
zu trennen
Enough already! On the
freedom of breaking up
240 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Coupledom is still seen as an ideal
state – but is it suited to modern life?

Heike Blümner
born in 1970, has worked
as a journalist since 1995.
She is a freelance writer for
the Die Welt style supplement ICON in Berlin. Her
book Eine Frau ein Buch
(One Woman, One Book)
co-written with Jackie
Thomae was a major
bestseller. She has three
children and a few exboyfriends whom she loves
in different ways. Given the
choice, she wouldn’t
do anything differently,
just better.

More than a third of all marriages end in divorce, and not only because of
problems in bed. If you ask yourself »Should I stay or go?« more often than
where to go on your next holiday, bestselling writers Heike Blümner and
journalist Laura Ewert have the following advice: Leave, of course! With
optimistic, audacious style, they explain why breaking up doesn’t have to
signal defeat – and why only free women can break up.
A book like a girlfriend: there when you need it most

Laura E. Ewert
born in 1982, writes for
the WamS, taz, FAS and
the Süddeutsche as a
freelance journalist. She
has also worked in a newspaper kiosk, for a civic
election campaign and as
a bouncer for the Bar25club.

A plea for honest communication: the book for a better break-up
Break-ups and reorganising our daily lives are major
topics, especially at the start of a new year
A huge potential target audience among women, who
are the chief initiators of break-ups

© Christian Brox

A third of all marriages – 170,000 a year – end in divorce in Germany
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P O L I T I C A L P L AY

Doron Rabinovici
Florian Klenk
»Alles kann passieren!«
Ein Polittheater
»Anything Can Happen!«
A political play

The international union of nationalists is doing
its utmost to destroy the achievements of the
European Union in their present form. This is
made alarmingly clear by the statements of the
new men in power on the old continent.

Zsolnay Verlag
64 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
November 2018

They hold positions as heads of state: Hungary’s prime minister Viktor Orbán, the
Italian Home Secretary and Lega Chairman Matteo Salvini, Austria’s Vice Chancellor
Heinz-Christian Strache and his Home Secretary Herbert Kickl, the Chairman of the
Polish ruling party PiS, Jaroslaw Kaczy ński … Not only do they shape the political
climate of their countries, but together with their allies from the AfD, the Front National
and others, they are also the driving force in European politics. Their goals are to
destroy the European Union, introduce an »illiberal democracy«, restrict human rights
and freedom of the media, and end the monetary union.
Based on an idea by Florian Klenk, Doron Rabinovici has composed a collage of speeches
and statements that reveals the essence, nature and intentions of these policies.

Orbán, Salvini, Strache, Kaczyński ...
You shall know them by their language!

Doron Rabinovici
born in 1961, lives in
Vienna where he is a writer and historian. In 2013,
together with Matthias
Hartmann (director), he
was responsible for the
project Die letzten Zeugen
at the Burgtheater. Most
recently his novel Die
Außerirdischen (2017)
was published.
Florian Klenk
born in 1973, is a lawyer
and journalist and has
been editor-in-chief of
the Falter weekly magazine since 2012. In 2011,
his volume of reportage
Früher war hier das Ende
der Welt was published
by Zsolnay.

»The ideology of the right appears in a full yet condensed form:
a fateful ‘we’ fights enemies on both the inside and outside.«
taz, Uwe Matteiß
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C U LT U R E & H I S T O R Y

P ETE R DE M ETZ
Lenin, Mussolini, Hitler, Goebbels and
Stalin: the films they saw, the directors
– and actresses – they worshipped. And
how they used the cinema for their own
purposes. Peter Demetz on dictators,
power and manipulation.

Selected by New
Books in German

© Leonhard Hilzensauer/Paul Zsolnay Verlag

Viva Villa was one of Hitler’s favourite films – and he recognised himself in the main
character, Pancho Villa, the Mexican general. Yet Joseph Goebbels considered the film
to be too dangerous to show at the cinema. Goebbels not only dictated the programme of
films shown in Nazi Germany, but also became increasingly involved in the medium as
an author and dramaturge. Even Stalin, who recognised the importance of the medium
at a late stage, immediately interfered in productions. And even Lenin, whose main
interest was in industrial and political educational films (for example, on the subject of
hydraulic peat production), controlled the film industry. But the first to recognise and
use the power of cinema for propaganda ends was Mussolini. With his studio Cinecittà,
he nationalised the entire film industry and tried to create a fascist Hollywood.

Peter Demetz
Diktatoren im Kino
Dictators in the Cinema
Lenin, Mussolini, Hitler,
Goebbels, Stalin
Zsolnay Verlag
256 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Peter Demetz
born in Prague in 1922,
fled to the West in 1948.
He received his doctorate
in both Prague and Yale,
where he taught German
and Comparative Literature
until his retirement.
Zsolnay has published
Die Flugschau von Brescia.
(2002), Böhmen böhmisch.
Essays (2006) and Mein
Prag. Erinnerungen (new
edition 2019).

»Demetz has an incredible
curiosity.«



Heinrich Detering, F.A.Z.



»Told in a compact and lively way.«

Sales to Foreign Countries
Czech Republic (B&P)

Tagesspiegel, Caroline Fetscher
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C U LT U R E & H I S T O R Y

Wolfgang Schivelbusch
Rückzug
Geschichten eines Tabus
Withdrawal
Stories of a Taboo
144 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Defeat is tragic, but retreating is shameful:
Wolfgang Schivelbusch examines a taboo.

The fact that things have always moved forward is one of the convictions of modern
times: there is no provision for retreat. And yet there are situations where a U-turn has
been the only thing that prevented greater misfortune. History’s most spectacular examples of this have been when commanders turned back large armies. Using five examples
from the French Revolution to the Vietnam War, Wolfgang Schivelbusch shows how this
breach of a taboo was justified in various situations.
Since the demise of colonial empires and the rise of China, the West has been retreating, but avoids using this word. It would rather speak of an »exit strategy« or
»globalisation« in reference to military defeat, or to the loss of world market domination.
Wolfgang Schivelbusch reveals disturbing parallels between our present and past.

Wolfgang Schivelbusch
born in 1941 in Berlin, is
a historian, literary critic
and publicist. He now lives
in Berlin again after many
years in New York. In 2013,
he was awarded the Lessing Prize of the City
of Hamburg. Most recent
publications by Hanser:
Vor dem Vorhang. Das
geistige Berlin 1945-1948
(1995), Entfernte Verwandtschaft. Faschismus,
Nationalismus und New
Deal. 1933-1939 (2005)
and Das verzehrende
Leben der Dinge. Versuch
über die Konsumption
(2015).

Is the West beating a retreat?
A defeat is tragic, but a withdrawal is an embarrassment:
Wolfgang Schivelbusch explores a taboo

© Helma von Kieseritzky

The book of our era
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BE RN D POLSTE R

He is one of the giants of modern architecture. But what did Walter Gropius actually
build? The answer is: not much.

© Boris Schafgans

After studying for two years, it became clear that Walter Gropius lacked any talent for
architecture. He founded an architectural office where others designed buildings that
are considered icons of modernity today. That was the beginning of his legendary
career, which took him to the Bauhaus School and later led to a professorship at Harvard.
Bernd Polster’s biography shows for the first time the decisive role that charisma and
chutzpah played in his life.
Gropius was a master of exploitation and took advantage of others for his own ends.
His network included every name that played a role in 20th century architecture and
design – who would have dared doubt his standing? Bernd Polster has meticulously
researched Gropius’ life; and in the future it will no longer be told as a heroic story, but
as a picaresque novel.

The new, comprehensive biography of Walter Gropius

Imposture and outrageous fortune:

The history of Bauhaus needs rewriting
100 Years Bauhaus 2019

Bernd Polster
Walter Gropius
Der Architekt
seines Ruhms
Walter Gropius
The Architect of his
Own Fame
624 pages with illustrations. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Bernd Polster
born in 1952, lives in Bonn
where he is a publicist and
artist. He regularly writes
for radio and television and
has published numerous
book, including: bauhaus
design (2009, with Volker
Fischer and Katja Simon),
Autodesign international
(2010, with Phil Patton),
Und kann man darauf auch
sitzen? Wie Design funktioniert (Can you sit on it?
How design works) (2011).
Further information:
www.berndpolster.de

The demystification of
an architectural legend
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BIOGRAPHY

Ulrich Sieg
Die Macht des Willens
Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche
und ihre Welt
Power of Will
The World of Elisabeth
Förster-Nietzsche

What might have become of her! She was intelligent, assertive and inspirational; but Elisabeth
Förster-Nietzsche (1846-1935) has gone down in
history as the woman who falsified her brother’s
writings, served the purposes of National Socialism
with his philosophy and founded an Aryan settlement in Paraguay with her anti-Semitic husband.
Why does her life still occupy us today?

432 pages with
illustrations. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

Ulrich Sieg
born in 1960 in Lübeck,
Germany, studied History,
Philosophy and German
Studies, and teaches
history as an adjunct
professor at the University
of Marburg. Most recently
published by Hanser:
Geist und Gewalt.
Deutsche Philosophen
zwischen Kaiserreich und
Nationalsozialismus (2013).
www.staff.uni-marburg.
de/~sieg/

Ulrich Sieg has discovered a large number of hitherto unpublished documents. They
reveal a woman who in the era she lived could only fulfil her ambitions in the role of the
sister. She was highly successful in publishing her brother’s estate as part of a professionally organised cult of personality. The Nietzsche Archive developed into a meeting
place for scholars, although Hitler also came to visit. She was a self-confident person
who remained true to her political ideas despite the changes taking place in the world.
This is a dramatic story of ideas and politics – and highly unusual siblings.

Nietzsche’s sister and the dark depths of her life
The 175th anniversary of Nietzsche’s birth on 15 October 2019
How Elizabeth Förster-Nietzsche has shaped the image
of her brother to this day

© Christian Terstegge

New findings in the archives of an unusual brother and sister
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Werner Morlang
Ladies in Shorts und
andere Persönlichkeiten
der Weltliteratur
Ladies in Shorts and
other personalities in world
literature

Who could portray authors in all their genius and
individuality better than Werner Morlang? In the years
before his death (2005 to 2009), the well-known literary
scholar from Zurich organised a series of reading cycles
in which his talents came to the fore once again. On
the occasion of his 70th birthday, we are publishing
a best-of collection of his literary portraits.

260 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
May 2019

Werner Morlang was a tireless mediator and lover of literature. Throughout his life,
he had a weak spot for its less conventional figures. He felt the need to showcase the
diversity and richness of the written word, and to draw attention to lesser-known
authors. Using slogans like »Ladies in Shorts« or »The Literary Coffeehouse,« he devoted
his time to international writers such as Egon Fridell, Leo Perutz, Dorothy Parker,
Katherine Mansfield, David Goodis and Raymond Chandler. He gathered advocates of
literary trends, styles and epochs and gave entertaining insights into the lives and
works of writers. With his eloquent formulations and love of curious detail, Morlang
succeeded in inspiring audiences and readers to discover authors and works whose
significance remains undiminished. At last Werner Morlang’s entertaining and knowledgeable portraits are also available in book form.

Werner Morlang
(1949-2015), the legendary literary moderator,
was a German scholar,
literary critic, translator
and author. He headed the
Robert Walser Archive in
Zurich and was co-publisher of Walser’s micrographic estate. Also published
by Nagel & Kimche: Die
verlässlichste meiner
Freuden (2003) and Canetti
in Zürich (2005).

»He knew a great deal and wanted to pass it on. Werner Morlang
was a giant in the literary business.« Stefan Howald, WOZ
Roman Bucheli, NZZ
© Ayse Yavas

»A reader of secret clues.«
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BIOGRAPHY

Carolin Würfel
Ingrid Wiener und die
Kunst der Befreiung
Ingrid Wiener and the
Art of Liberation
Vienna 1968 / Berlin 1972

In Vienna in the 1960s, and Berlin in the 1970s,
even the most revolutionary avant-gardists still
clung to traditional gender roles. In among it all,
young Ingrid Wiener was trying to find her way as
an artist. A book about non-conformity, a hunger
for life and what it means to be emancipated.

208 pages with illustrations. Hardcover
Publication date:
January 2019

»Take your child out of school, her appearance is distracting the other students from
learning!« In post-war Vienna, Ingrid Wiener’s parents followed this advice from their
daughter’s teacher. But following their act of obedience, the story of a rebellion was
born: Ingrid joined a group of famous male artists. After scandalous protests, she fled
with them to Berlin, where they founded the legendary Exile magazine. Her kitchen
was the meeting place for such stars as David Bowie, Max Frisch and Peter O’Toole.
Who was this woman, welcomed into an inner circle of men, but who resolutely followed
her own path? Carolin Würfel recreates the extraordinary atmosphere of that era and
paints the literary portrait of an inspiring female figure.

Carolin Würfel
born in 1986, studied history
and journalism in Berlin
and Istanbul. After finishing
her master’s degree, she
worked as a freelance
journalist, most frequently
for the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung. In
2016, she started working
for DIE ZEIT and wrote as
a freelance writer mostly for
ZEITmagazin. Since 2018
she has been a contributing
writer at ZEIT ONLINE.

© Paula Winkler

»A book about freedom, the wind that we all need to fly, and the
happiness of starting over and over again.« Volker Weidermann
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BIOGRAPHY

Stefanie Leuenberger
Philipp Theisohn
Peter von Matt (Hrsg.)
Carl Spitteler: Dichter,
Denker, Redner
Ein Lesebuch
Carl Spitteler: Narrator,
Poet, Speaker

2019 marks the 100th anniversary of the Nobel
Prize for Literature laureate, Carl Spitteler. It
is a welcome occasion to commemorate
this versatile Swiss storyteller and his fine
character, and to examine his versatile work.

450 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2019

Carl Spitteler (1845 -1924) was a forward thinker: an atheist who studied theology. His
lifeblood, however, was his love of poetry. He fought against his shy nature to make his
famous incendiary speech in 1914 against the advocates of the war and in favour of
Swiss neutrality – because first and foremost he was a poet who shunned the public eye.
Spitteler is the only Swiss writer by birth to win the Nobel Prize for Literature, and it
was for a work which is still topical today. Once a pupil of Jacob Burckhardt, Spitteler
was a poet, epicist, columnist, literary critic, composer and draughtsman – and he was
principled. On the basis of a cross-section of his multi-faceted work, the editors Stefanie
Leuenberger, Philipp Theisohn and Peter von Matt give readers access to the ideas and
influence of this outstanding man, in a depiction as a contentious, rational individualist
– a milestone of Swiss modernity with a relevance that lasts to the present day.

Stefanie Leuenberger
was born in 1972 and is
a private lecturer for Literature and Cultural Studies
at Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology in Zurich
(ETZ). She heads the
anniversary project Carl
Spitteler – 100 Years of the
Nobel Prize for Literature
1919-2019.
Philipp Theisohn
born in 1974, is professor
for Modern German Literary
Studies at the University
of Zurich and head of the
»Conditio extraterrestris«
research project.
Peter von Matt
born in 1937, was the Professor for Modern German
Literary Studies at the University of Zurich from 1976
to 2002. In 2014, he was
awarded the Goethe-Prize
of the City of Frankfurt am
Main.
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MEMOIR

Richard Swartz
Austern in Prag
Leben nach dem Frühling
Oysters in Prague. Life
After the (Prague) Spring
Zsolnay Verlag
Translated from the
Swedish. 208 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
February 2019

Soviet troops have crushed the Prague
Spring. In 1970, a young Swede arrives
in the city on the Vltava to study.

With a diploma from an elite Stockholm school in his hand, in the early 1970s Richard
Swartz looked for a way to escape his father’s will and settled in Prague. He wanted to
become a native of Prague, and to share everyday life with the locals. Everything from
toilet paper to morality was in short supply, and the lost utopia was washed down with
beer. Unlike many of his generation, Swartz did not believe that socialism could be
reformed. At dinner parties, hosts laid the table with oyster spoons although there had
been no oysters for decades in Prague, a city in which only dogs could live a decent life,
according to his girlfriend Jarka.
Richard Swartz narrates a story of human warmth and great affection, but also of misery
and lies in a dictatorship.

Richard Swartz
born in 1945 in Stockholm,
was the Eastern Europe
correspondent for the
Svenska Dagbladet. He
lives between Stockholm,
Vienna and Sovinjak (Istria)
and writes for various
international newspapers.
His books include Room
Service. Geschichten
aus Europas Nahem
Osten (1997), Blut, Boden
& Geld (2017) and Zsolnay
has published Wiener
Flohmarktleben (2015).

© Zsolnay Verlag

»Swartz is much more than just a journalist; he is a man of letters
in the best Central European tradition.« Ö1
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BAC K LI ST H I G H LI G HTS N O N - F I CTI O N
N AT U R E & S C I E N C E
Josef H. Reichholf
Schmetterlinge. Warum sie verschwinden und was das für uns bedeutet
Butterflies. Why they disappear and what that means to us
Hanser Verlag. 256 pages with colour illustrations and index
Butterflies are dying out. These days we only rarely catch a glimpse of Eros blues, marbled whites or swallowtail butterflies. The large copper and scarce swallowtail have virtually disappeared already. Pesticides, overfertilisation and monocultures are killing these insects. And with them, birds are disappearing too.
»Terrific scientific prose.« Denis Scheck, Druckfrisch
Sales to Foreign Countries
Estonia (Hea Lugu), Poland (Jagiellonian UP), Spain (Crítica), UK/USA (Polity)

POLITICS & SOCIETY
Barbara Bleisch
Warum wir unseren Eltern nichts schulden
Why We Owe Our Parents Nothing
Hanser Verlag. 208 pages
How often should an adult son visit his mother? Does a daughter have to contribute financially to her father’s
care? Do children owe their parents anything? The philosopher Barbara Bleisch explores questions that affect
everyone – and shows how philosophy can help clarify the relationship with our mothers and fathers.
»Bleisch’s analysis is precise, vivid, true-to-life.« Sylvie-Sophie Schindler, Galore
Sales to Foreign Countries
Taiwan (Business Weekly), UK/US (Bunim & Bannigan)

BIO G RAP HY
Rüdiger Görner
Oskar Kokoschka. Jahrhundertkünstler
Oskar Kokoschka. A Monumental Artist
Zsolnay Verlag. 352 pages

Selected by New
Books in German

The first major biography on the monumental artist for thirty years reshaping our understanding of Oskar
Kokoschka's life and times. Keeping very close to his work, Görner traces Kokoschka’s path from enfant terrible
and starving artist to a wealthy cosmopolitan and seminal artist, who remained artistically and politically alert:
by narrating Kokoschka’s life, his work is narrated – and vice versa.
Translation Rights sold to
UK/USA (Haus Publishing)

H I S TO RY
Anna Goldenberg
Versteckte Jahre. Der Mann, der meinen Großvater rettete
Hidden Years. The Man who Saved my Grandfather
Zsolnay Verlag. 190 pages with illustrations
In the autumn of 1942, Anna Goldenberg’s great-grandparents and their younger son were deported to Theresienstadt. Hansi, their elder son, survived in hiding: in the apartment of the paediatrician Josef Feldner, right
in the middle of Vienna. And many knew he was there.
»It gives oppressive descriptions of everyday life during the Nazi regime, which are slightly reminiscent of
Anne Frank and her diary entries from hiding.« Spiegel Online
Translation Rights sold to
USA/UK (New Vessel Press)
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PICTURE BOOKS

ANU STOHNER • HENRIKE WILSON

Anu Stohner
Henrike Wilson
Das Schaf Charlotte
Charlotte the Sheep

Charlotte the Sheep is going to make it big in this new mini format!
Charlotte is different from everybody else. She climbs trees, jumps into wild creeks,
and one day she even ascends the Spike Cliff – things that are not considered appropriate for a little sheep. At least that’s the opinion of the old sheep in the herd. »Tss tss tss«
and »oh dear oh dear oh dear« is what they would say, swaying their heads. Until the
shepherd has a tragic accident and the old sheepdog Charly is too weak to make it down
to the valley and get help. There’s only one who has what it takes: Charlotte — of course!

Anu Stohner
was born in Helsinki in
1952 and works today as
a free-lance author and
translator near Heidelberg.
She has received multiple
awards for her translations
from Finnish, Swedish,
and English into German.
Hanser has published
many of her works: Four
books of Der kleine Weihnachtsmann (2002-2010),
four books of Das Schaf
Charlotte (2005-2015) and
five books of Die kleine
Schusselhexe (2013-2016).

Illustrationen: © Henrike Wilson

• The long-seller finally available in mini format
• An encouraging book for little scaredy-cats

Charlotte the Sheep – Over 80,000 copies sold!

»You will take a shine to
Charlotte immediately.«

Felicitas von Lovenberg, SZ
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Mini-edition
Color-illustrations
throughout
32 pages. Hardcover
Format: 11,4 x 16,2 cm
From age 3
Publication date:
February 2019

Sales to Foreign Countries
USA /UK (Bloomsbury), France (Kaleidoscope), Italy (Edizioni EL), Netherlands (Lemniscaat), Spain (Lóguez), China (Shanghai 99), Taiwan (Global Kids), Russia (KompasGid)

Henrike Wilson
was born in Cologne in
1961 and studied graphic
design and painting in
Germany and the US.
Today she lives in Berlin
and works as a free-lance
illustrator. The New York
Times named Das Schaf
Charlotte one of the best
illustrated books of 2005.
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

CHRISTOPH HEIN • ROTRAUT SUSANNE BERNER

Illustrationen: © Rotraut Susanne Berner

What is truly important in life?
This book offers a charming
view on the 20 things every child
needs and shouldn’t do without.

First of all, you need a great friend that you can really rely on. And a mother, who
comforts and cares for you – even if she’s annoying sometimes. Another crucial item
on the most-important-things-list is an aunt or grandma who has always time to play.
Every child should also have their own room, bed, and bike as well as a stuffed or pet
animal to cuddle. And they should be able to cook their favorite meal and play an instrument. Christoph Hein also shows why discoveries and inventions need their place in
each child’s life and why good stories, tears, and being in love are necessary for being
perfectly happy.

• On the occasion of Christoph Hein’s 75th birthday on April 8, 2019
• Illustrated by Rotraut Susanne Berner in an imaginative way

20 necessities for
a happy life
A friend • Mom • A Cat • Comfort Food • Siblings • A room •
Music • A Bed • Pain and Sorrow, Grief and Loss • An Aunt • Stories •
Something Soft • Discoveries and Inventions •
A Beautiful Dress • Birthdays • A Bicycle • Overcoming your

Sales to Foreign Countries
Spain (Lóguez)

Christoph Hein
Rotraut Susanne Berner
Alles, was du brauchst:
Die 20 wichtigsten Dinge
im Leben
All You Need: The 20 Most
Important Things in Life
Colour illustrations
throughout, ca. 64 pages
Hardcover. From age 5
Format: 14 x 21,5 cm
Publication date:
March 2019

Christoph Hein
born in Silesia in 1944,
studied philosophy and
logic in Berlin. He works
as an author, dramaturge,
translator, and essayist. He
received numerous awards
for his plays, essays, and
novels, among others the
Uwe-Johnson-Prize and
the Stefan Heym-Prize.
Alles, was du brauchst is
his first children’s book
published by Hanser.
Rotraut Susanne Berner
was born in Stuttgart in
1948, studied graphic
design, and has worked as
a freelance book designer,
illustrator, and author since
1977. For her almost 50 picture and children’s books,
she has received numerous
prestigious awards among
others the Hans-ChristianAndersen Award.
www.rsbuecher.
blogspot.de

own fears • Family • A Tribe • To Be in Love
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

C HARLOTTE I N DE N • P E G RIGO

Illustrationen: © Pe Grigo

Oskar is three and, over the course of a year, experiences all kinds of adventures
with his sister Klara and his stuffed animal Theo.
He talks about colourful »labadoons«, playing puppet theater with Dad, his summer vacation in the mountains with Grandma and Grandpa and about really disliking washing his
hair. He tells us about how he gets books from the library, rides the bike with Mom, and
observes seals at the zoo. And engagingly recounts the time when he played bandits with
Enno, baked cookies with Mom and Klara, and encountered his neighbor Mister Smithson. Soon it’s Oskar’s fourth birthday! Which means he’s totally not a baby anymore and
doesn’t have to take naps in kindergarten. This book includes 42 little every-day-stories
to which all children in kindergarten can relate.

• 42 minute-long stories taken from the life of a three-year-old
• Everything children experience over the course of one year

»Theo Tiger

doesn’t

want to be without me. So, I’m just
bringing him everywhere.«
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Charlotte Inden
Bei mir zu Hause
wohnt ein Tiger
Kleine Geschichten
zum Vorlesen
A Tiger Lives at My House
Short Stories to Read
Aloud
With colour illustrations
by Pe Grigo
Ca. 96 pages. Hardcover
Format: 16 x 24 cm
From age 3
Publication date:
May 2019

Charlotte Inden
born in 1979, studied
German Studies, Art history,
as well as Film- and TVStudies. She works as an
editor for a daily newspaper
and lives with her family in
Karlsruhe. After her young
adult novel Anna und Anna
(2013), Hanser published
the children’s book Operation 5 minus in 2014.
Pe Grigo
decided to study graphic
design in 2005 after successfully completing her
training as a type script
editor. Together with her
children, she lives in an old,
yellow house with an apple
orchard.
www.pegrigo.de and
on Instagram
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

S I LKE SC H LIC HTMAN N

This is the beginning of a new series about
the inventive boy Mattis, who, despite his
good intentions, continuously receives letters
from school about his alleged misbehavior.

Mattis actually has really good ideas: To help his classmates to sit still, he super-glues
them to their chairs and tables! It’s too bad that his teacher doesn’t understand what
Mattis was going for.

HERE'S

• With Mattis, school will not be boring anymore!

Silke Schlichtmann
Mattis und das klebende
Klassenzimmer
Mattis and the SuperGlued Classroom
With colour illustrations
by Maja Bohn. Ca. 64
pages. Hardcover.
Format: 14,5 x 21 cm
From age 7
Publication date:
February 2019

• Start of a new, funny series for children who just started reading

Illustrationen: © Maja Bohn

• In appropriate font

THE NEW SERIES FOR KIDS
WHO JUST STARTED SCHOOL
AND READING
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Silke Schlichtmann
was born in 1967, lives in
Munich, has a doctoral
degree in Literary Studies,
and works as a reader.
Hanser published her
debut, Pernilla oder Wie
die Beatles meine viel zu
große Familie retteten in
2015. Her sophmore work,
Pernilla oder Warum wir
nicht in den sauren Apfel
beißen mussten, followed in
2016. She was nominated
for the German Children’s
Literature Award for Bluma
und das Gummischlangengeheimnis in 2018. Mattis is
the start of a series dedicated to reading beginners.
www.silkeschlichtmann.de
Maja Bohn
born in Rostock in 1968,
was a bookseller and
worked in publishing,
before studying Communications Design. Since
receiving her degree she
has worked as a free-lance
illustrator and author.
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

S I LKE SC H LIC HTMAN N

Mattis also has the perfect solution for the dirty toilets at school: He draws flies on
the toilet bowls with his dad’s Sharpie, so you can aim better. Everybody is happy and
thinks it’s a great idea, except for his teacher who writes another letter concerning
willful damage. Mattis has to set things right at home – and you can be sure it will be
in the most original way! These hilarious stories will make reading fun and exciting for
children who just started school.

»Silke Schlichtmann
narrates with a great
sense of Comicality.«

Illustrationen: © Maja Bohn

Barbara Hordych, Süddeutsche Zeitung
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Silke Schlichtmann
Mattis und die Sache
mit den Schulklos
Mattis and the SchoolToilet-Affair
With colour illustrations
by Maja Bohn. Ca. 64
pages. Hardcover.
Format: 14,5 x 21 cm
From age 7
Publication date:
February 2019

Silke Schlichtmann
was born in 1967, lives in
Munich, has a doctoral
degree in Literary Studies,
and works as a reader.
Hanser published her
debut, Pernilla oder Wie
die Beatles meine viel zu
große Familie retteten in
2015. Her sophmore work,
Pernilla oder Warum wir
nicht in den sauren Apfel
beißen mussten, followed in
2016. She was nominated
for the German Children’s
Literature Award for Bluma
und das Gummischlangengeheimnis in 2018. Mattis is
the start of a series dedicated to reading beginners.
www.silkeschlichtmann.de
Maja Bohn
born in Rostock in 1968,
was a bookseller and
worked in publishing,
before studying Communications Design. Since
receiving her degree she
has worked as a free-lance
illustrator and author.
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CHILDREN'S FIC T ION

SYBI LLE H E I N

Sybille Hein
Luca und Ludmilla

Luca’s life doesn’t look to bright right about now. His biggest dream to become the drummer of the school band just burst and his father is stranded on the couch like a sad walrus.
But even more disaster is looming: Ludmilla Tweakler, a witch infamous for her devilish
potions, requires the blood of a sad child for her newest brew. For months she has observed Luca through her crystal ball. Ludmilla can lure Luca in her tower but something
completely unexpected happens next: Luca’s sudden positive energy changes everything
and turns the witch’s life upside down. But can you really convert her to the good side? Or
are other powers stepping on the scene to prevent that?

• Magic, witchcraft, eeriness, and a lot of fun

Foto und Illustrationen: © Sybille Hein

• An enthralling entanglement between the real world and the supernatural world
• Interactive book tour featuring the author’s own band

With colour illustrations
by Sybille Hein
Ca. 144 pages.
Hardcover
Format: 14 x 21,5 cm
From age 8
Publication date:
March 2019

Sybille Hein
is an author and illustrator
but has also performed on
stage as a cabaret artist for
many years. She tells stories
for children and adults and
likes to combine them with
her own music. Hanser
has published her picture
book Prinz Bummelletzter.
Furthermore, she illustrated
both Sultan und Kotzbrocken books written by
Claudia Schreiber. She and
her family live in Berlin.
www.sybillehein.de

Only one ingredient is
missing in the potion against
threewartedness …
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CHILDREN'S FICTION

RAF I K SC HAM I

In his inimitable combination of humor, philosophy of life, and melancholy, Rafik Schami
talks about dreams and desire, friendships and deceit, and love and laughter.
Love is unpredictable and the results can be curious, so it is not surprising that a
lonesome pig and an old chicken find each other. But before finding each other you have
to look for each other; which is tricky sometimes because what you’re looking for is
more of a vague desire than a concrete idea. Just like the poppy flower, who only after
she found the sun, knew that she was actually looking for it. In these 21 wonderful stories,
Rafik Schami understands it masterfully to enchant his readers while capturing
important aspects of society’s reality.

• For every Rafik Schami-fan

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

• For the first time a collection of his most wonderful stories in hardcover
• Stories that make you dream and think at the same times

Love, friendship, and

faraway lands – »I want
to keep dreams alive.«

Rafik Schami
Das große
Rafik Schami-Buch
The Great
Rafik Schami-Book
With b/w vignettes
by Root Leeb
Ca. 200 pages. Hardcover
From age 10
Publication date:
March 2019

Rafik Schami
was born in 1946 in Damascus and fled Syria in 1971.
He studied Chemistry in
Heidelberg and gained his
doctoral degree in 1979.
He is undoubtedly one
of the most successful
contemporary Germanlanguage authors. For his
expansive oeuvre, which
has been translated into
24 languages, he has received numerous awards.
Hanser children’s books
has recently published
Meister Marios Geschichte
(2013).
www.rafik-schami.de
Root Leeb
was born in in Würzburg in
1955 and studied German
Studies, Philosophy, and
Social Pedagogy. She has
been working as a freelance author, painter, and
illustrator since 1994.

Rafik Schami
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Y O U N G A D U LT ' S F I C T I O N

J U LYA RABI NOWIC H

Julya Rabinowich
Hinter Glas
Behind Glass

Just like a mirror, Alice’s life has been shattered into a thousand pieces.

Foto: © Michael Mazohl

She couldn’t endure the narrowness and silence, the tyranny of her grandfather, anymore. She flees to Niko, her great love, where she hopes to find comfort and stability.
The two of them spend a wonderful summer full of freedom. But then everything
changes: Niko is increasingly short-tempered and things get very ugly. In the moment
of her greatest despair, however, Alice can escape this toxic vortex. Julya Rabinowich
writes with a narrative intensity that was absent from young adult fiction for a long
time. Empathetically and with poetic force she portrays the facets of violence and the
steps necessary to reach emancipation.

»A literary voice that
captivates you from
page one.«

Elisabeth Menzel, Süddeutsche Zeitung
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• A highly distinguished author

• A book on violence in the everyday life of young adults
• Authentic and empathetic

Colored endpaper
208 pages.
Hardcover with dust jacket
From age 14
Publication date:
January 2019

Julya Rabinowich
was born in St. Petersburg in 1970 and has lived
in Vienna since 1977.
Deuticke published her
books Spaltkopf (2008),
Herznovelle (2011), Die
Erdfresserin (2012), and
Krötenliebe (2016). Hanser
published her first young
adult novel, Dazwischen:
Ich, in 2016. It received
numerous prestigious
awards, among others the
Friedrich-Gerstäcker-Prize,
the Children’s and Young
Adult Literature Prize of the
City of Oldenburg, the Austrian Children’s and Young
Adult Literature Prize, and
the Luchs (Die Zeit & Radio
Bremen). It was also voted
among the 7 best books for
young readers (Deutschlandfunk).
www.julya-rabinowich.com
On Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter
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Y O U N G A D U LT ' S N O N - F I C T I O N

WOLFGANG KORN

This is a thrilling young adult book about the search for a pair of sneakers and a wellinformed research trip on globalization.

Illustrationen: © Birgit Jansen

When a peculiar pair of sneakers is found at the Berlin Marathon, a second race begins
for a reporter: He is supposed to find out who wore these shoes, who designed them, and
the location of their production. His journey leads him from German brand designers
to product pirates in China to cheap labor in Ethopia. He uncovers how the competition for resources and cheap manufacturing determines the complex structure of world
trade. With the example of a gripping story, this book illustrates the mechanisms and
connections of globalization

Berlin, China, Ethopia –
How a Pair of Sneakers
Becomes the Perfect Story
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• For everybody interested in understanding how world trade works
• An exciting journey around the globe

Sales to Foreign Countries
Korea (Kkumteo / Yewon Media)

Wolfgang Korn
Lauf um dein Leben!
Die Weltreise der Sneakers
Run for Your Life: The
Sneakers’ Tour around
the World
With two-color illustrations
by Birgit Jansen
With a color-printed map
in the endpaper
232 pages. Hardcover
From age 10
Publication date:
January 2019

Wolfgang Korn
born in 1958, is an author
and science journalist who
writes about history- and
society-related subjects. For Das Rätsel der
Varusschlacht he and the
book’s illustrator Klaus
Ensikat received the German Children’s Literature
Award in 2009. He was
first recognized, however,
for his little story about
globalization: Die Weltreise
einer Fleeceweste. In 2018
Hanser published his Karl
Marx biography Karl Marx
– Ein radikaler Denker.
Birgit Jansen
born in 1979, is an illustrator
and graphic designer. She
already illustrated Die Weltreise einer Fleeceweste.
www.buergie.de
On Facebook
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BAC K LI ST H I G H LI G HTS

OLE KÖNNECKE
Illustrationen: Ole Könnecke, Rán Flygenring

Sport ist herrlich
Sports are Wonderful
52 pages. From age 3

Exercise is important. Playing is fun. Sport is amazing! Ole Könnecke
presents the most wonderful types of sport – oftentimes laconically,
sometimes instructively, yet always wittingly.
Sales in Foreign Countries
UK/USA (Gecko Press), France (École des loisirs), Italy (Beisler Editore), Spain
(Ediciones SM), Netherlands (Gottmer), Denmark (Turbine), Sweden (Alfabeta),
Finland (Lasten Keskus), Estonia (OÜ Hea Lugu), Latvia (Janis Roze), Russia
(Melik-Pashaev), Poland (Debit), Korea (Bookbank), China (Ginkgo Book),
Mongolia (Nepko Publishing)

HELME HEINE

F I N N- OLE H E I N RIC H
Die erstaunlichen Abenteuer der Maulina Schmitt
The Amazing and Astonishing Adventures of Maulina Schmitt
Part 1: Mein kaputtes Königreich
My Shattered Kingdom
176 pages. From age 10

This book tells the story of the summer during which Maulina Schmitt has to
come to terms with her parents’ separation, moving house and coping at a new
school; the summer in which her father loses his name and rides off on a bike
with another woman – and the summer her mother entrusts her with a secret.

Part 2: Warten auf Wunder
Waiting for Miracles
224 pages. From age 10

Bärenstark
Bear Strong
32 pages. From age 4

Maulina’s incredible, crazy, funny, sad – in short amazing – adventures continue!

Every child knows: bears are strong and dangeroud. But books are
even stronger and can actually save lives. This is what little Nandi
teaches the bear.

once again – and the summer her father presents his new girlfriend.

Waiting for Miracles is about the summer Maulina begins to understand her
mother’s illness. This is the summer the two of them will experience the world

Sales in Foreign Countries
Korea (Changbi), China (Publishing House of Electronics Industry)

ZORAN DRVENKAR • JUTTA BAUER
Weißt du noch
Do You Remember When
32 pages. From age 5

Part 3: Ende des Universums
The End of the Universe
208 pages. From age 10

A good moan gets it all out of your system. That’s Maulina Schmitt’s philosophy –
but now it’s all or nothing: major confidences and phenomenal, top-secret soup
recipes. It’s about the stars in the firmament, infinity – it’s about life and death.

An extraordinary tribute to what it means to be a child. This book
captures the unique moments in which you consciously see, smell,
feel, do, or experience something for the very first time. A book for
children and adults.
Sales in Foreign Countries
Spain (Lóguez), Italy (Terre di Mezzo), France (La Joie de Lire), Korea (Changbi
Media), China (TB)
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Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Éditions Thierry Magnier), Denmark (Turbine), Turkey (Tudem), Korea (Lime), Netherlands (Lannoo),
Russia (Samokat), Czech Republic (Práh), Spain (Edebé), Ukraine (Art Publishers Nebo), Iceland (Angústúra)
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Kenah Cusanit Takis Würger Angela Lehner
Beatrix Kramlovsky Barbara Honigmann Franzobel
Marko Dinić Thomas Lehr Marianne Fleißig Hans Magnus
Enzensberger Markus Gasser Hermynia Zur Mühlen
Kurt Palm Armin Thurnher Abbas Khider Eveline Hasler
Niko Stoifberg Herta Müller Tom Schulz
Franz Josef Czernin
Felix Hütten Ernst Paul Dörfler Ute Bartels
Jenny Friedrich-Freksa Miki Sakamoto Martin Moder
Thomas Eglinski Erika Thimel Karl-Markus Gauß
Thomas Girst Heinz Bude Jayrôme C. Robinet Lisa Herzog
Kate Connolly Thomas Strässle Heike Blümner Laura Ewert
Doron Rabinovici Florian Klenk Peter Demetz
Wolfgang Schivelbusch Bernd Polster Ulrich Sieg
Werner Morlang Carolin Würfel Stefanie Leuenberger
Philipp Theisohn Peter von Matt Richard Swartz
Christoph Hein Rotraut Susanne Berner
Charlotte Inden Pe Grigo
Silke Schlichtmann Maja Bohn
Sybille Hein Rafik Schami Root Leeb
Wolfgang Korn Birgit Jansen
Anu Stohner Henrike Wilson
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